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About us
We have a good team of talented, technically sound plumbing
and fire fighting professionals from foreman, plumbers, fitters,
helpers etc to technical advisors.
AQUAFIRETECH - The core principle of the company :
To approach Plumbing & Fire protection as a passion rather than a
business - has been inculcated among all its employees.
While most people will make use of Plumbing & Fire protection
services at some point in their lives, many are unsure about what
they should expect from these professionals when they are called
out to their homes. Hiring the appropriate professional for the job is
not only about getting quality service, it is also about the experience
that you get along with the service; if you choose the right
professional for the task, you can be rest assured that you don’t
have to endlessly find out why your pipe line happen to be leaking.
Every drop matters ......

What Makes Us Different
AQUAFIRETECH provides skilled, experienced workforce any
where in India. Remote locations are our speciality where ever
you need plumbing and fire protection services, we are there.

Our USP
Ÿ Key personnel of the company backed up with eight

years of experience in PHE design.
Ÿ Dedicated and skilled workforce.
Ÿ Value based engineering.
Ÿ Co-ordination with other agencies on site to ensure

smooth progress of work.
Ÿ Fair and transparent work practices.

Corporate Responsibility
At AQUAFIRETECH, we believe the most important people in the
company are not those at the top of the company structure. Our
employees are our most important and valuable assets, We are
committed to fair work practices, transparency and developing
positive working relationships.
We believe in “TEAM WORK” and establishing proper
communication and co-ordination with all the agencies involved to
make the project a “GRAND SUCCESS”.
We are also committed to reducing our impact on the environment.

We believe in providing a Safe and secured future for our
customers with the implementation of the fire fighting system.
Every life matters.......
AQUAFIRETECH takes its social responsibility seriously and wishes
to support initiatives that build systems in the areas of safety
education and training among students, general public.
Our Motto : “Strive for excellence and success follows”

Our Services
We at AQUAFIRETECH strive for excellence with our team of expert
professionals for the execution of the plumbing and fire fighting
works. All our staff are backed up by many years of fruitful
experience in the field and have executed projects of various
sizes and nature throughout the country.

Our Services include :
Water supply and drainage System
Fire Protection System
Annual Maintenance Contract for plumbing &
Fire Protection System

OUR CLIENTS

and many more .........

Head Office : # 1196, 13th Main, 5th Cross, Prakash Nagar, Bangalore - 560 021
E-mail : aquafiretechblr@gmail.com, Website : www.aquafiretech.co.in, Mob : +91-98456 11987
Branches

:

Coimbatore : # 15/1, Raja Complex, Aerodrome Road, Coimbatore - 641014.
Kochi : # 7/817 (H), Kusumagiri (po), Kakkanad, Cochin - 682030

